Effects of surgical ventricular restoration on left ventricular contractility assessed by a novel contractility index in patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy.
A pressure-normalized left ventricular (LV) wall stress (dsigma*/dt(max)) was recently reported as a load-independent index of LV contractility. We hypothesized that this novel contractility index might demonstrate improvement in LV contractile function after surgical ventricular restoration (SVR) using magnetic resonance imaging. A retrospective analysis of magnetic resonance imaging data of 40 patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy who had undergone coronary artery bypass grafting with SVR was performed. LV volumes, ejection fraction, global systolic and diastolic sphericity, and dsigma*/dt(max) were calculated. After SVR, a decrease was found in end-diastolic and end-systolic volume indexes, whereas LV ejection fraction increased from 26% +/- 7% to 31% +/- 10% (p <0.001). LV mass index and peak normalized wall stress were decreased, whereas the sphericity index (SI) at end-diastole increased, indicating that the left ventricle became more spherical after SVR. LV contractility index dsigma*/dt(max) improvement (from 2.69 +/- 0.74 to 3.23 +/- 0.73 s(-1), p <0.001) was associated with shape change as evaluated by the difference in SI between diastole and systole (r = 0.32, p <0.001, preoperative; r = 0.23, p <0.001, postoperative), but not with baseline LV SI. In conclusion, SVR excludes akinetic LV segments and decreases LV wall stress. Despite an increase in sphericity, LV contractility, as determined by dsigma*/dt(max), actually improves. A complex interaction of LV maximal flow rate and LV mass may explain the improvement in LV contractility after SVR. Because dsigma*/dt(max) can be estimated from simple noninvasive measurements, this underscores its clinical utility for assessment of contractile function with therapeutic intervention.